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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION & PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
A. RECOGNITION
1. 'The Board of Legislators of the County of Jefferson, hereinafter collectively referred to as
the "County", and the Board of Trustees of Jefferson Community College, hereinafter
collectively referred to as the "College", hereby recognize the Faculty Association of
Jefferson Community College, he~einafter referred to as the "Association", as the lawfully
designated exclusive representative of the employees of the College in titles and positions as
set forth in paragraph 3 hereof and excluding all other employees.
2. This recognition is for the purpose of negotiations with employees regarding wages, hours,
terms and conditions of employment, the settlement of grievances, and for all lawful purposes
under the laws of the State of New York, and it shall continue for the term of the Agreement.
3. This Agreement covers all full-time Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Professors,
Instructors, Lecturers, and all full-time non-teaching professionals serving in the following
positions:
Accountant
Assistant College Registrar
Assistant Counselor
Assistant Counselor for Financial Aid
Assistant Director of Admissions
Assistant Director of Facility Operations
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
Assistant Director of Student Activities &
Cultural Affairs
Assistant Librarian
Bursar
College Registrar
Continuing Education Coordinator
Corrections Program Specialist
Counselor
Director of Admissions
Director of Career Planning and Placement
Director of Community Services
Director of Computer Center
Director of Facility Operations and
Campus Safety
Director of Financial Aid
Director of Financial Operations
Director of Student Activities &
Cultural Affairs
Instructional Technology Specialist
Learning Skills Director
Learning Skills Specialist
Librarian
Micro-Computer Applications
Specialist
Network Manager
Off Campus Coordinator
Technical Specialist
All new titles in the professional-service will.be a subject of negotiations as to whether'or nor-they fall
within the unit.
'
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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION & PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS'
B. PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
The County agrees to deduct from the salaries of the employees in the Association on a
continu~ng basis, the Association dues pursuant to plans certified by the Association, as
any member thereof shall individually and voluntarily authorize in writing on forms
provided by the Association and to remit the same promptly to the Association. The
Employer agrees to allow payroll deductions for an Association sponsored dental plan
with the cost of the plan to be borne 100% by the employee. The Association shall be
entirely responsible for all costs and administration of the plan. Payroll deduction
authorization may only be revoked by instrument, in writing, and the County will
promptly notify the Association of the receipt of such revocation. The Faculty
Association and the authorized bargaining representative of the Faculty Association agree
to hold the County of Jefferson and Jefferson Community College safe and harmless
because of said deduction.
ARTICLE II
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
A. The terms and conditions of employment provided in this Agreement shall remain in
effect through August 31, 2001. The parties agree during this period to arrange meetings
upon the request of either party to discuss any question concerned with the interpretation
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
B. Neither party in any negotiations'shall have control over the selection of the
representatives of the other party and each party may select its own representatives.
While no final agreement shall be executed without ratification by the Association, the
Board of Legislators, and the Board of Trustees, the parties mutually pledge that their
representatives will be clothed with all necessary power and authority to make proposals,
consider proposals, and reach compromises in the course of negotiations.
C. Negotiations for a successor Agreement will commence no later than January 31, 2001.
"
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ARTICLE III
GIDEVANCEPROCEDURE
Whereas the establishment and maintenance of a harmonious and cooperative relationship
between the Board of Legislators, the Board of Trustees, and their employees is essential to
the operation of the College, it is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest
possible administrative level';.equitable. solutions to the alleged' grievances through procedures
under which employees. represented by the Association may present grievances free from
coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal, and by which the Boards and their
employees are afforded adequate opportunity to dispose of their differences.
SECTION II: DEFINITIONS
1. A GRIEVANCE is a claim by an employee or the Association that there has been a
violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication of the employment contract.
2. "PARTIES TO THE CONTRACT" are the Jefferson County Board of Legislators,
Jefferson Community College Board of Trustees, and Faculty Association of Jefferson
Community College.
3. GRIEV ANT shall mean any member of the unit or the Association filing a grievance.
4. HEAIDNG OFFICER shall mean any individual or board charged with the duty of
rendering decisions at any stage of grievances hereunder.
5. DAYS shall mean calendar days.
6. "PRESIDENT" is the President of the College.
7. "IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR" is the person on the next higher level of authority who
normally assigns and supervises the employee's: work.
8. ASSOCIATION shall mean Jefferson Community College Faculty Association.
9. BOARD shall mean the Board of Trustees of Jefferson Community College.
10. EMPLOYEE shall mean any person covered by the terms of this contract.
11. "EMPLOYER" is Jefferson County...
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ARTICLE III
. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE'
SECTION In: PROCEDURES
".'
1. Except at Stage l(a) all grievances shall be in writing and include:
a. the name of the grievant;
b. the name of the grievance including a specific statement of: .
(i) the provisions of the employment contract being grieved;
(ii) the date, time, and place the event giving rise to the grievance took place;
(iii) the identity of any person(s) causing the event being grieved, if known;
(iv) the names of any witnesses to the event known to the grievant;
(v) copies of any materials, relevant documents, and the.records in possession of
the grievant concerning the alleged grievance.
c. nature of redress sought. Except at Stage l(a) all decisions shall be in writing and
shall set forth findings of fact and conclusions of the hearing officer.
2. A grievant may be represented at all levels of the grievance procedure by himself, or at
his option, by a designee of the Association. If the grievant is not represented by the
Association, the Association shall have the right to be present and to state its views at all
levels of the grievance procedure beyond Stage l(a).
3. The grievant shall have the right at all stages of a grievance to confront and to cross
examine all witnesses called by the Administration, and to testify and to call witnesses to ..
support the grievance.,'
4. A grievance may be submitted by the Association directly at Stage 2.
5. The Board and the Association agree to.make available any and all materials and relevant
documents and records concerning the grievance.
6. In the processing of grievances, all parties shall be free from interfeience~.'coercion,
restraint, discrimination, and reprisals by all parties to the contract.
7. All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of a grievance,
shall be filed separately from the personnel files of the participant$.
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ARTICLE III
. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
SECTION III: PROCEDURES (continued)
.-
..&::..~~ In the.'e.vent:~that;'an~'grievance':'ig;:adjustecbat:Stage" I (a):; such';'adjustment 'will be binding" .
and shall in ar.lrespects be final. Said adjustment shall not create a precedent or ruling
binding upon either of the parties to this Agreement in future proceedings.
9. The President shall be responsible for accumulating and maintaining an official grievance
record which.shall consist of the written grievance, all exhibits, transcripts,
communications, minutes and/or notes of testimony, as the case may be, written
arguments and briefs considered at all levels other than at the informal Stage lea) and all
written decisions with findings of fact and conclusions of law at all stages. Official
minutes will be kept for all proceedings at Stages 2 and 3. A copy of such minutes will
be made available to all parties within five (5) days after the conclusion of hearings or the
receipt at any verbatim transcript, whichever is later. At Stages 2 and 3, the parties will
advise the hearing officer of any errors in said minutes within five (5) days of receipt.
Any claim of error in the minutes shall become a part of the grievance record and the
hearing officer shall indicate the determination made respecting such claimed error. The
official grievances record shall be available for inspection and copying by all parties.
10. Failure at any level of this procedure for a grievant to be given a reply within specified
time limits shall constitute authority for the grievant to appeal the grievance to the next
level.
11. Failure at any level of this procedure to appeal a grievance to the next level within the
specified time limits shall be deemed to be acceptance of the decision at that level.
12. All written decisions shall set forth reasons supporting such decisions and shall be given
to the grievant and each" party to the contract" .
13. The existence of the procedure hereby established shall be deemed to require any
employee to pursue the remedies here provided and shall not impair or limit the right of
any employee to pursue any other remedies available in any other form.
SECTION IV: TIME LIMITS
Since it is important to good relations that grievances be processed as' rapidly-as possible~
every reasonable effort will be made by all parties to expedite the process. No grievance will
be entertained unless initiated within thirty (30) days after the grievant knew of the act or
condition on which the grievance is based. The time limits specified for either party may be
extended only by mutual written agreement.
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ARTICLEIII
GIDEVANCEPROCEDURE
SECTION V: STAGES OF GRIEVANCE
Stage 1: Immediate Supervisor
(a) An employee having a grievance will discuss it with the appropriate Supervisor with
the objective of resolving the matter informally.
(b) If the grievant is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at Stage 1(a) the
grievance may be filed, in writing, with the Supervisor within ten (10) days. Within
seven (7) days after the written grievance is filed, the Supervisor shall, without any
further consultation with the grievant or any party in interest, render a decision in
writing.
Stage 2: President
(a) If the grievant and/or the Association is not satisfied with the decision at Stage l(b),
a written appeal may be filed, with the President, within seven (7) days, after the
grievant has received the decision at Stage 1(b).
(b) Within seven (7) days after receipt of the appeal, the President, or a designee, shall
hold a hearing.
(c) The President shall render a decision in writing within eight (8) days after the
conclusion of the hearing.
Stage 3: Board
(a) If the grievant and/or Association is not satisfied with the decision at Stage 2, and
the Association determines that the grievance is meritorious, it may submit the
grievance to arbitration by written notice to the Board within fifteen (15) days of the
decision at Stage 2.
(b) Within seven (7) days after such written notice of submission to arbitration, the
Board and the Association will agree upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator and will
obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to agree
upon an arbitrator or to obtain such a commitment within seven (7) days, a request
for a list of arbitrators will be.made to the American -Arbitration Association by
either party. The parties will then be bound by the rules and pr<?~eduresof the
American Arbitration Association in the selection.of an arbitrator...
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ARTICLE III
.GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
SECTION V: STAGES OF GRIEVANCE'(continued).
(c)., The selected.. arbitratoIawilhheal¥. the:~..maa:eL.promptl)laand'; wilkissue.his', op.inion not. .
later than fourteen (14) days from the date of the close of hearing, or if oral hearings
have been waived, then from the date the final statements and proofs are submitted to
him. The arbitrator's opinion will be in writing 'and will set forth findings of fact,
reasoning, and conclusions on the issues. .
(d) The conclusions reached by the arbitrator shall be advisory to the Board of Trustees
and to any other parties involved in the dispute.
(e) The costs for the services of the arbitrator will be borne equally by the Board and the
Association.
(t) Within ten (10) days after receipt of the arbitrator's conclusions, the Board or a
Committee thereof, shall conduct a hearing in executive session.
(g) The Board shall receive recommendations within seven (7) days after the conclusion
of the hearing, and shall make its decision at its next regular meeting. The decision
shall be final and shall be communicated directly to all parties to the contract
immediately following the meeting.
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FACULTY ASSOCIATION
A. PRESIDENT'S WORKLOAD
An Association President I s maximum teaching load shall be reduced th.:ee (3) contact
hours per week. A President who is a member of the non-teaching professional staff will
be allowed time necessary to carry out Association business.during normal working hours
subject to the limitations outlined in Section B(2) below. The Association President may
request a reduction in load of an additional three (3) contact hours per semester subject to
the discretion of the President of the College. The Association President shall present
written rationale for the reduction with the request. The Association President shall not be
eligible for overload payments as a result of any load reduction.
B. ASSOCIATION BUSINESS
1. Association representatives shall have the right to transact Association business on
College premises at any reasonable time provided the same does not interfere with
normal college operations.
2. The College shall permit the President of the Faculty Association, or a designee,
time to carry out Association business to the extent that such time shall not interfere
with their normal duties nor interfere with the normal operation of the College.
The College further agrees to cooperate with the Association by permitting the
rescheduling of classes and the voluntary substitution by colleagues (within limits
mutually agreed to by the Association and the Board) to make absences of
Association representatives possible for the purpose of attending conferences,
meetings, or negotiations sessions during working hours.
3. The College shall not reschedule classes after the beginning of a semester to conflict
with the regularly scheduled meetings of the Association without the approval of the
Association~
C. REIMBURSEMENT FOR COLLEGE EXPENSES,
The Association agrees to reimburse the College for any expense incurred relating to
equipment usage, supplies., postage, and telephone charges.
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION
A. POSITION TITLES BY GRADE'
:'7. ~ .'. ,... ,.,,,t. . ,ro~ition,titles.shalLbe..f1xed.at.1he,grades..in,the salary. schedule as follows:
GRADE 1 Assistant College Registrar
Assistant Counselor for Financial Aid
Assistant Director of Student Activities,
and Cultural Affairs
Micro-Computer Applications Specialist
Technical Specialist
GRADE 2 Instructor
GRADE 3 Accountant
Assistant Counselor
Assistant Director of Admissions
Assistant Director of Facility Operations
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
Bursar
College Registrar
Continuing Education Coordinator
Corrections Program Specialist,
Director of Financial Operations
Learning Skills Specialist
Network Manager
Off Campus Coordinator
GRADE 4 Assistant Professor
GRADE 5 Assistant Librarian
Counselor
Director of Career Planning 'and Placement.
Director of Community Services
Director of Computer Center
Director of Student Activities & Cultural Affairs
Instructional Technology Specialist -,
"
'.
GRADE 6 Associate Professor
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION'
A. POSITION TITLES BY GRADE (cantinued)
GRADE? Directar .of Admissians
Directar .ofFinancial Aid
Directar .ofFacility Operatians and Campus Safety
Learning Skills Directar
.
GRADE 8 Prafessar
GRADE 9 Librarian
2. An emplayee in a pasitian which carries academic rank under the terms .ofthis
cantract, wha daes nat meet the academic requirements necessary ta qualify far said
rank, shall be classified a Lecturer. Far purpases .of initial appaintment and/ .or
pramatian, a Lecturer's academic credentials, experience, and backgraund shall be
evaluated and placement shall be made within the apprapriate academic salary grade
.otherwise qualified far except that:
a. Far an emplayee whase highest earned degree is the baccalaureate, the
minimum and maximum .ofthe salary grade where placed shall be reduced by
multiplying said minimum and maximum salaries by a factar .of0.9. An
emplayee shall receive a 10% increase in salary upan campletian .ofa master's
degree praviding the degree is earned pursuant ta the pragram and timetable
agreed ta at the time .ofthe appaintment.
b. Far an individual whase highest earned degree is the assaciate .or the equivalent,
the minimum and maximum .ofthe salary grade shall be reduced by multiplying
said minimum and maximum salaries by a factar .of0.8. An emplayee shall
receive a 10% increase in salaryupan campletian .ofa baccalaureatedegree.
praviding the degree is earned pursuant ta the pragram and. timetable agreed. ta
at the time .ofappaintment. The increase will be' calculated an base salary
befare any negatiated increase under this cantract is applied.
3. A nan-teaching prafessianal appainted an.ar after September. 1, 1982, who. does nat
meet the academic requirements for the positian ta which appainted shall hald a
pravisianal appaintment. Far purpases .ofinitial appaintment,..th~ pravisianal NTP's'
.
academic credentials, experience. and background shall be evaluated and placenlent
. shall be made within the apprapriate salary grade .otherwise qualified. for except that:
.
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION
A. POSITION TITLES BY GRADE (continued).
a. For a title .requiring.a..master.:s ,degree,. the:max.imum.andminimum of the
appropriate grade will be reduced by a factor of 0.10 for a person with a
baccalaureate degree and 0.20 for a person with an associate degree.
b. For a title requiring a baccalaureate degree, .the maximum and minimum of the
appropriate grade will be reduced by a factor of 0.10 for a 'person with an
.
associate degree and 0.20 for a person with no degree.
c. For a title requiring an associate degree, the maximum and minimum of the
appropriate grade will be reduced by a factor of 0.10 for a person with no
degree.
An employee whose salary range is adjusted as described because of deficient
credentials will receive a 10% increase in salary upon completion of a required degree,
providing the degree is earned pursuant to the program and timetable agreed to at the
time of appointment. The increase will be calculated on base salary before any
negotiated increase under this contract is applied.
4. The effective date for increasing the salaries of Lecturers and provisional NTP's as
provided in Sections 2 and 3 above will be the first date of September following
verification that full academic qualifications have been satisfied.
.
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION
B. SALARY SCHEDULE 199-7-98
ADMINISTRATIVE ACADEMIC COLLEGE
GRADE YEAR GRADE YEAR GRADE YEAR
.
.' '.
~.. -.. .-..
"
."
'"
~.. .~
1 27896 - 40258 2 33807 - 43263 1 26896 - 38749
3 33807 - 48611 4 35002 - 49145 3 32214 - 45034
5 36623 - 51502 6 37165 - 55268 5 33534 - 47461
7 37780 - 56232 ' 8
. 41722.'- 61765
9 41722 - 61765
SALARY SCHEDULE 1998-99
ADMINISTRATIVE ACADEMIC COLLEGE
GRADE YEAR GRADE YEAR GRADE YEAR
1 27896 - 40258 2 33807 - 43263 1 26896 - 38749
3 33807 - 48611 4 35002 - 49145 3 32214 - 45034
5 36623 - 51502 6 37165 - 55268 5 33534 - 47461
7 37780 - 56232 8 41722 - 61765
9 41722 - 61765
SALARY SCHEDULE 1999-2000
ADMINISTRATIVE ACADEMIC COLLEGE
GRADE YEAR GRADE YEAR GRADE YEAR
'.. 1 28872 -41667 2 34990 - 44777 1
27837 - 40105
3 34990 - 50312 4 36227 - 50865 3 33341 - 46610
5 37905 - 53305 6 38466 - 57202 5 34708 - 49122
7 39102 - 58200 8 43182 - 63927
9 43182 - 63927
In 1997-98, the minimum and maximum salary of the grade will be increased by 3.5 % .
In 1998-99, the minimum and maximum salary for the grade will remain at the same level as
1997-98.
In 1999-2000, the minimum and"maximum salary for the grade will be increased by 3.5%.
In 2000-2001, the minimum and maxin1um salary of the grade will be increased by, the
lump sum amount.
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION
C. SALARY 1997-2001
1. Effective September 1; 1997, each employee 'shall receive a' 3.5% increase in base
salary.
,
'!~. ';...=-... .r.",".
)...;
''::"'''~
\
'".
.~.:.'
..
i' .'
Effective September 1, 1998, salaries will be increased by 3.5 % of the Faculty
Association's total base salary as determined on February 1, 1998. Distribution of said
increase will be made by dividing the total amount of the increase by the total number
of Faculty Association members employed effective February 1, 1998, said increase to
-be distributed in an annualized'lump sum to all employees. Base salary shall not exceed
the maximum of the grade. To the extent base salary exceeds the maximum of the
grade, that portion of the salary that exceeds the maximum shall be paid in the form of
an annualized one time payment.
Effective September 1, 1999, each employee shall receive a 3.5% increase in base
salary.
Effective September 1, 2000, salaries will be increased by 3.5 % of the Faculty
Association's total base salary as determined on February 1, 2000. Distribution of said
increase will be made by dividing the total amount of the increase by the total number
of Faculty Association members employed effective February 1, 2000, said increase to
be distributed in an annualized lump sum to all employees.
D. LONGEVITY
A longevity benefit of 5% of the minimum for the attained salary range will be given members
of the bargaining unit after ten (10), fifteen (15), and twenty (20) years of full-time continuous
service. Such payment shall begin in the payroq period immediately following the anniversary
dare. '
Longevity benefits earned prior to September 1, 1983, will remain constant; benefits earned on
or after September 1, 1983, will continue at the amount established when earned.
E. PROMOTION
When an employee is promoted, the employee shall receive a 6% increase in salary in addition
to the benetits' for which.the employee'would otherwise' be entitled.' Promotions will be'
granted on September 1 of the year immediately following the announcement.
. .
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION
F. INSURANCE
1. (A) The Employer will provide the Jefferson Lewis School LA11ployees'Health Plan,
as amended. Effective September 1, 1992~the Employer and the.Employee will
share equally in the cost of all increases above the October, 1991 plan levels.
Employee contributioiIs:.:shallbe 'limited to-$800-in. 1997-98, $900 in 1998-99,
$1000 in 1999-2000, and $1100 in 2000-2001 for employee and/or dependents
and spouse; and $725 in 1997-98, $775 in 1998-99, $825 in 1999-2000, and
$875 in 2000-2001 for individual employees; per fiscal year, and shall be made
through payroll deductions. .
October. 1991 Plan Levels Monthly Cost
Employee, Spouse, & Dependent(s)
Employee and Dependent or Spouse
Individual Employee
$293
$263
$118
(B) Health Insurance coverage upon retirement
.
Employees hired prior to 1-1-97 shall be eligible to continue health coverage in
retirement provided they have met the following requirements:
(a) completi9n of a minimum of ten (10) years of full-time service with
the College (Jefferson County); and
are employed by the College (Jefferson County) at the time of
retirement; and
'.. are enrolled in the health plan at the time of retirement; -and
provide the employer. with proof of retirement and otherwise meet the
definition of retirement as specified by the appropriate retirement
system. -
(b)
(c)
(d)
(C) Employees hired or reinstated after 1-1-97 shall be eligible to continue health
coverage in retirement provided they have met the requirements of F .1. (B) (b),
(c), and (d) of this section and meet the service requirements listed in the
following schedule:
College (County) Service Share of monthly premium or premium equivalent cost
10 years service but less than 15 years
15 years service but less than 20 years
20 years service or more
Employee Share
50% .
25%
0%
Employer Share
50%
75%
100%
14
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION
F. INSURANCE (continued)
. .
"
, .~The.,Employet.and.th~.Association..wiltestablish a.joint..committee that will.meet no' later: than..
30 days after ratification of the agreement to discuss implementation of an IRS Section 125 Plan. The
IRS Section 125 Plan will encompass employee contributions for health insurance, non-reimbursed
medical expenses, and dependent care. The plan shall be administered in conformance with IRS
regulations. The Association shall' hold the Employer safe and harmless in the event of changes in the
IRS regulations. The Employer agrees to exercise due diligence with regard to the goal of
implementing the plan by January, 1998.
2. Disability - The Employer shalt provide the T.I.A.A. - C.R.E.F. disability insurance
plan to.each member of the bargaining unit and shall pay 100% of the premium cost.
This plan provides benefits which begin on the first month following six (6) consecutive
months of total disability and continue during such disability until age 65 or until death
occurs.
For a disability beginning after age 60, benefits will be payable for five (5) years
or to age 70, whichever is earlier. The monthly income benefit, which includes
any income benefits payable by Social Security and Worker's Compensation, shall
be equal to 60% of monthly salary to a maximum benefit of $2,500.
3. The Employer shall provide $25,000 of term life insurance to each member of the
bargaining unit and shall pay 100% of the premium cost.
G. RETIREMENT IRETIREMENT INCENTIVE
Present coverage by the New York State Teachers' Retirement System, the Teachers' Insurance'
and Annuity Association of America, and the New York State Employees' Retirement System,
which are presently in full force and effect, shall be continued.
Elnployees with at least ten (10) years full-time service with the College'shall be eligible for a
retirement incentive equal to 50% of final salary at age 55 or 25 % of final salary at age 58. An
irrevocable notice of intent to exercise this option must be submitted in writing to the' President
~
by March 1 to be effective September 1 following attainment of either age 55 or age 58. A
person age 55 or over who c0111pletesten (10) years of full-time service may exercise this option
to be effective on September 1 following completion of ten:'(10) years service:'
In special cases. the President may postpone the 'effective date of an employee's retirement under
this provision for up to one (1) year.
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COMPENSATION
H. PROFESSIONAL BENEFITS
1. An amount equal to the number of full-time' professional staff members, except those on
temporary appointment, multiplied by $625 in 1997-1998, 1998-1999, $650 in 1999-
2000, and $675 in 2000-2001; shall be appropriated for use by all employees for
authorized travel, approved tuition costs, other approved expenses for continuing
education, and expenses connected with attending professional meetings and conferences.
Expenses eligible for reimbursement shall be as follows:
(a) All necessary expenses for approved travel not connected with
continuing education determined to be reasonable and customary.
Expenses connected with approved continuing education activities in the
following categories:
(b)
(i) Tuition and fees if rejected for coverage by SUNY tuition waiver.
(ii) Books and other course materials.
(iii) Necessary, reasonable, and customary expenses for travel, meals,
and lodging.
2. Each claimant shall be reimbursed in full for eligible expenses up to $625 in 1997-1998,
1998-1999, $650 in 1999-2000, and $675 in 2000-2001; upon submission of required
forms and receipts and evidence of completion of approved courses/programs for which
reimbursement is required.
3. As of August 1 each year, each employee
I
s remaining reimbursement will be determined
by dividing his unpaid eligible expenses by total unpaid eligible expenses, and
.
multiplyingby the amount relllainingin the fund. In no event may an individual's
reimbursement exceed unpaid expenses or may total reimbursement under this section
exceed $1300 in 1997-1998, 1998-1999, $1350 in 1999-2000, and $1350 in 2000-2001.
4. Employees of the College may enroll in courses offered 'by the College without charge
within the limits of the funds provided for this purpose in the College budget. They may
also audit credit courses on a space available basis without charge, but no transcript
record will result from such audits.
5. Employees may use a college vehicle, if available, for approved travel with no charge
back to the professional benefit account.
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ARTICLE V
COMPENSA TION
I. PAY PERIODS
1. Employee salaries shall be paid by check in twenty-six (26) or twenty (20) bi-weekly
installments.., . .
'",
...
2. Upon one (1) month's written request, employees on an academic year appointment may
receive the unpaid portion of their annual salary effective on the last pay period of their
annual work cycle.
J. SUBSTITUTE TEACHING
A full-time faculty member who substitutes for a faculty member on an approved absence shall
be compensated at an hourly rate equal to one-fifteenth (1/15) the overload compensation rate
the substitute faculty member would receive for overload teaching of the course.
Compensation will be provided retro-active to the first day for all substitutions beyond two (2)
successive meetings of the course for courses meeting more than once per week and after one
meeting of courses meeting only once per week.
Substitute teaching assignments requiring compensation by the College shall first be approved by
the President or a designee.
A faculty member is not obligated to provide substitute instructional services for another
member of the faculty.
K. STIPENDS FOR DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS AND DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS
To compensate for those duties which, by necessity, must be performed outside the normal work
day or work year, Department Chairpersons and the Director of Athletics shall be paid an
annual stipend of $2200. Such stipends will not be considered as part of salary for purposes of
determining compensation while on Sabbatical Leave. The work year for Department
Chairpersons 'and the Director of Athletics shall be from'August 15 through June 15.
Associate Deans (including former Division Chairs) will be recognized as management
employees on September 1, 1996.
L. PAYMENT FOR SUMMER ASSIGNMENTS
Ell1ployees, other than Department Chairpersons .and Director of Athletics, who' are called in to.
work at registration sessions during ofT-dutytime between graduation and the reporting date for'
the fall semester shall receive payment of $12 per hour subject to a minimum payment of $60.
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COMPENSATION
FRINGE BENEFITS WHILE ON SABBATICAL
The College shall continue to provide all fringe benefits at full value for employees on sabhatical
leave except as noted in Article VI (B-7).
PARKING
The Association recognizes the need for promulgation of traffic and parking regulations by the
Board of Trustees to.insure safe and orderly vehicular flow on campus and. agrees to assure
compliance by all persons covered by this Agreement.
PERFORMANCE AWARD
An amount of $18,700 shall be provided effective each fiscal year for the life of the Agreement
for awards to persons covered by this Agreement cited by their supervisors for outstanding
performance during the preceding year.
Awards in the amount of $850 each shall be made according to eligibility and evaluation criteria
developed between the Association and the Administration and set forth in separate
Memorandum of Agreement.
For Employees hired prior to September 1, 1992, an award shall become part of the recipient's
base salary to the extent that it can cause that salary to go beyond the current salary schedule
maximum to a limit of $200. That portion of an award that exceeds the maximum beyond $200
shall be a bonus during the year awarded only. A person recommended for promotion by the
Academic Conference, but not promoted, may receive an award as part of the base salary even
though the maximum is exceeded.
Awards may be received in consecutive years but not in the same year as a promotion.
Performance awards shall be determined by May 1 and paid in May of the fiscal year for which
the award. was earned. Funds shall be allocated proportionately based on.the number of
employees in specified organizational units. . .
11"'\
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ARTICLE VI
LEAVES
SICK LEAVE
1. Employees who are unable to perform their duties due to illness or accident shall be
granted sickJeave.,at.regulaI..compensatiQn:to~the.Jimit.~of.theirsick.leave:accruals uP' to a
maximum of six (6) months for a single disability.
2. In no event shall an employee's sick leave accruals exceed 'the following:
. . .Duration of Employee Work Year...
Sick days accrued per year
3.
Maximum accrued sick days
Each employee shall receive annual notification from the Business Office of accumulated
sick leave credits.
4. Sick leave credits will be earned proportionately throughout the work year in accordance
with the table set forth in Paragraph 2. Credits standing to employee accounts will be
retained. Sick leave credits are not earned while an employee is on sabbatical leave.
special leave, or leave without pay.
5. Credits earned will be accumulated up to a maximum of 180 days in the event an
employee changes from one work year duration to another. Employees who make such
a change (i.e., academic year to college year) will accrue sick leave at the rate
applicable to the new employment category effective with the change in employment
classification. The maximum .number of sick leave days available for a period of
disability will be governed by the classification of appointment held by the employee at
the time the disability commences.
6. After an employee has exhausted all sick leave accruals or receives benefits from the
.Disability Insurance Plan as specified in -Item 8:herein.; the employee Is salary shall be
suspended should the absence continue. The College shall have no further obligation to
such employee after two (2) academic years following the academic year in which the
disability begins.
7. If an employee is eligible for compensation under the College's Disability Insurance
Plan. such compensation will start on the first of the"month after. total disabii'ity has
continued for six (6) consecutive months. .
8. A physician's certificate may be required for an absence due to illness or injury and an
examination may be required in instances of extended disability. Charges by physicians
for such required certificates and/or examinations will be borne by the College.
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ARTICLE VI
A. SICK LEAVE (continued)
9. In addition to personal illness of the employee, absenc~ due to death or serious illness in
the employee's immediate family may be charged against sick leave accruals to a
maximum of fifteen (15) days per year. For the purpose of this section, immediate
family shall include, in addition to the etnployee's spouse and their children, the
brothers, sisters, p~rents, and grandparents of both.
10. Sick Leave Bank
There shall be a voluntary sick leave bank available to all unit employees and
administered by the College. Employees covered by this Agreement may
become members of the bank by annually donating two (2) of their own
accumulated sick leave days to the bank. Such donations shall be made each
year by September 30, or in the case of a new employee, at the time of
employment. Contributions will cease when the sick bank reaches a limit of 300
days. Membership in the sick leave bank shall continue until the member
notifies the College of his/her voluntary withdrawal.
The privileges of the sick leave bank shall be available to full-time members who
suffer prolonged illness and whose sick leave accruals have been exhausted
(normal maternity disability will be excluded from coverage by the bank). Upon
approval by the College and the Faculty Association of an application for
benefits under the sick leave bank (such 'applications shall include verification by
a physician), a member with three years or less at the College shall be entitled to
draw up to 50 days against the sick leave bank. A full-time member covered by
. .
this Agreementwith more than three years of service at the College may be
pern1itted. with adequate justification, to draw up to 100 days against the bank
after his/her own sick leave accruals have been exhausted. In no case will an
employee be allowed to draw from the sick bank after they are eligible for
disability insurance payments under Article V (F-2).
~..J Employees enroHed.in the.sick leave bank who have exhausted their sick leave
accruals shall make contributions to the bank at such time as their accruals allow.
The College shall provide the Association with a. statement of sick leave days
available in the sick leave bank as of August 31 and February 1. Balance of sick
leave days remaining in the bank on August 31 shall be carried over for use in
the following year. Septemher 1 through August 31.
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ARTICLE VI
LEA YES
A. SICK LEAVE (continued)
10. Sick Leave Bank (continued)
.
-Disputes arising over sick leave bank benefits will be handled as follows:
A committee will be formed consisting of one person from the College, one
person from the Association, and a third person' picked at random from two
names submitted by the 'College and two names submitted by the ,Association.
One member of the committee will issue the committee's ruling and
communicate to all parties within three (3) days following the review. This
decision will be non-grievable and non-arbitrable.
B. SABBATICAL LEAVE
1. Sabbatical leaves for professional development may be made available to full-time
employees who meet requirements set forth in this section. Priority for granting such
leaves shall be based upon the professional development to be achieved and its resulting
value to the College.
2. Sabbatical leaves shall be granted for formal education, research, study, writing, or
other experiences of professional value to the individual and the College.
3. Funding for approved sabbatical leaves shall be provided for a minimUlTIof 5 % of the
full-time employees covered by this Agreement, rounded to the next lower whole
number. A formal commitment of funding for replacement personnel shall be made by
the County.
4. Employees who have completed at least six (6) consecutive years of service since the
date of their original appointment or return from their last sabbatical leave shall be
eligible. In computing consecutive years of service for the purpose of this section.
periods of vacation leave and periods of sick leave w.ithsalary shall be included~ periods
of leave of absence without salary and periods of part-time service shall not be included,
but shall not be deemed an interruption of otherwise consecutive service.
5. Sabbatical leaves may be granted for periods of one (1) year at tates not to exceed one-
half (1J2)salary or for -periods of one-half (1/2) year at rates not to exceed full salary. .
Members of the professional staff on sabbatical leave may.~with the prior. approval of
the President. accept fellowships. grants in aid, or earned income to assist in
accomplishing the purposes of their leaves. .In such cases. the President may adjust the
sabbatical leave salary to retlect such income either prior to or during the period of such
leave. but the sabhatical leave salary shall not be decreased if the total earnings are less
than full salary.
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LEAVES
B. SABBATICAL LEAVE (continued)
6.
7.
8.
Application for sabbatical leave shall be made an the farms prescribed far this purpase
and submitted to.the apprapriate Dean far review'and recommendation by the Academic
Conference to the President as far in advance as possible of the requested effective date
af the leave, but in no.case later than January 31 .of the academic year preceding the
year within which the leave is to.be taken. Upon their return, and within thirty (30)
calendar days, sabbatical leave recipients shall submit to the President a formal report of
their prafessional accamplishments while an sabbatical leave .
Vacatian leave and sick leave credits are nat accrued during a sabbatical leave.
If a sabbatical request is denied, reasans far denial will be supplied in' writing to the
staff member by the Office af the President.
c. CHILD CARE LEAVE
D.
. .
. .
1. The President may grant leave withaut salary for a period up to one (1) year to
employees, regardless of sex, upon the.birth af a child ar adoption of a preschoal age
child. If both parents are employees, they may not have concurrent leaves but may split
the leave into two (2) separate blocks of leave with each entitled to one (1) cantinuaus
period of leave. The total may not exceed ane (1) year nor extend more than one (1)
year beyond the date of delivery ar placement af an adoptive child. Leaves for teachers
may nat caver anly part af an academic semester:
OTHER LEAVES
1. The President may grant a leave of absence far a period not. to exceed one (1) year for
unusual circumstances.'. The provisions for salary, if any'~and the dates for approval
will vary with the individual case. Provisions of special leaves shall be made with
cansultation with the Faculty Association President.
2. Application far such leaves shall be..submitted to.the President as far in advance as
possible. but no. later than January 31 prior to the academic year in which the leave is to
be taken.
3. Vacation leave and sick leave credits are not accrued during a-leave without salary.
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ARTICLE VI
LEAVES ..
OTHER LEAVES (continued)
4. Employees on s'abbaticai .leave or a'n educational-Ieave,of absence. without salary will.
receive all increases in salary and benefits to which they normally would be entitled,
providing they satisfactorily achieve the objectives for which the.leave was granted.
The College will continue to provide office space for members 'on leave on a." space
available" basis. These provisio'ns shall not.applybeyond twelv~ (12) months unless
extended by the Board of Trustees. ;
5. Employees on a leave of absence without salary may continue to participate in group
insurance plans at their own expense.
,'"
.~
"
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ARTICLE VII
.
POSITION VACANCIES
'. A. NOTicE OF vAcANCIES
Notice of all vacancies shall be publicized by the College. When vacancies occur during the
period from June 1 to September 1, written notification shall be mailed to the President of the
Faculty Association or a designee.
. .
B. REVIEW OF CANDIDATES
1. In the case of appointments to the Teaching Faculty or the NTP staff and for
appointments of a Department Chairperson, the Administration shall seek the advice and
assistance of the appropriate employees.
2. In the case of appointment of a President or Dean, an .ad hoc advisory committee shall
be formed for each vacancy. The Association shall provide a list of at least four (4)
employee representatives from which the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees will
select two (2) members to serve on the ad hoc committee.
3. In the case of appointment of an Associate Dean, an ad hoc advisory committee shall be
formed. The Association shall provide a list of at least four (4) employee
representatives from which the President of the College will select two (2) members to
serve on the ad hoc committee.
The committee shall coordinate their activities with the Academic Dean and recommend
acceptable candidates.'
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ARTICLE VIII
APPOINTMENTS TO PROFESSIONAL STAFF
A. TEMPORARY' APPOINTMENT':' .
A temporary appointment shall be an appointment to the professional staff for an unspecified
period which may be terminated at any time. . Such appointments ordinarily shall be given only
when service is to be part-time, voluntary, or to ccntinue for one (1) year or less.
If an employee, upon completing a one (1) year temporary appointment, is continued in the same
position, the temporary appointment will be retroactively considered as an initial appointment
for the purpose of fulfilling the requirements toward a continuing appointment.
B. PROVISIONAL APPOINTMENT:
A provisional appointment shall be a full-time appointment to the professional staff for a period
of one (1) year which shall expire automatically at the end of that period. It shall be used for
appointm'ent of a person who does not meet the minimum academic requirements for the
position. Provisional appointments may be granted annually, but shall not exceed four (4)
,successive appointments without written approval of the Board of Trustees.
Provisional appointments shall accumulate regardless of title and grade for the purpose of
fulfilling requirements toward a continuing appointment when appropriate academic credentials
are presented.
C. INITIAL APPOINTMENT:
An initial appointment shall be a full-time appointment to the professional Staff for a period of
one (1) year which shall expire automatically at the end of that period.
D. TERM APPOINTMENT:
....- A term appointment shall be an appointment to the professional staff for a period of one (1) year
which shall expire automatically at the end of that period. Employees reappointed at the end of
an initial appointment shall receive a term appointment. Employees are limited to one (1) term
appointment as Professor. two (2) term appointments as.Associate. Professor, three (3) term
appointments as Assistant Professor, three (3) term appointments as Instructor, or three (3) terIT'
,appointments in a non-teaching professional ,title specified' herein. .
Tertll appointments shall accumulate regardless of rank for the purpose of fulfilling requirements
toward a continuing appointment.
25
.ARTICLEVIII
APPOINTMENTS TO PROFESSIONAL STAFF ..
E. CONTINUING APPOINTMENT:
.
1. A continuing'appointmentshall be an appointmentto the professionalstaff for an
indefiniteperiod which,once granted, shall not be affectedby changesin rank. ,.
., Reappointment at the' 'end of the first term' appointment-for a Professor, the second term
appointment for an Associate Professor, the third term appointment for an Assistant
If:..: .
.
Professor and Instructor, and the third term appointment for a non-teaching professional
employee shall be a continuing appointment.
2. Continuing appointment may be given to an employee concurrent with appointment to a .'.
positionnot coveredby this Agreement,but such continuingappointmentshall apply
only to the coveredposition.
.
An employeewho acceptsan appointmentnot coveredby this Agreementshall
continueto retaina continuingappointmentalreadyearned in a covered position
.for a period not to exceedthree (3) years.
3. Continuingappointmentsgrantedor held by non-teachingprofessionalpersonnelshall
.apply only to the divisionof the Collegeto which theyare appointedor serve and not to
a specificjob title. After consultationwith the employee,reassignmentto a new title
.
may occur if the employeemeetsthe criteria for appointmentin the new title.
4. Employeesholdingcontinuingappointmentwho movefrom one divisionor department
.
to another, by choice, will be eligiblefor continuingappointmentin the new divisionor
departmentin not less than one (1) nor more than three (3) years. Upon accepting
continuingappointmentin the new assignment,all rights in the former divisionor
.department will be forfeited and the new seniority date will be the initial date of
appointmentto the newposition. . .
Employeesholdingterm appointmentswho makesuch a voluntarymovewill be -.
eligiblefor continuingappointmentin not less than one (1) nor more than three (3)
years and senioritywill date from the appointmentdate in the new division.
..
In addition to satisfactory job performance, continuing appointment shall be . --
dependent upon attainment of those credentials agreed upon to effect the transfer.
.
5. Persons with provisional appointment shall be ineligible for continuing appointment. ."
~...
-.
6. Employees possessing the necessary experience for appointment to a non-teaching
. .
professionaltitle but lackingexpectedcredentialsfor the'pQsitionshall.be ineligiblefor
..
continuing appointment.
F. NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT:
-..-
.
The President shall notify employees in writing by March 15, subject to final budget approval,
of their appointments.reappointments.and promotions.
.
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ARTICLE IX
EMPLOYEE WORKLOAD
ACADEMICALLY RANKED CLASSROOM TEACHING FACULTY
1. .Work Year. and Academic,Calendac.\.; ~,.,. .
(a) The normal work year for academically ranked classroom teaching
faculty shall not exceed one hundred sixty-six (166) duty days, including
no more than one hundred fifty-four (154) instructional days. Specific
College .calendars and any a!terations thereto containing dates 'for .
classroom instruction, registration, orientation, professional improvement
meetings, and examination periods will be developed through the
College I s internal governance procedure, including consultation with the
Association, and will be published by the College.
The annual academic calendar will be constructed to provide for two (2)
semesters of equal length with the fall semester, including examination
periods, ending no later than December 23 and the spring semester,
including examination periods, ending with Commencement which shall
be held no later than the Sunday preceding Memorial Day.
(b) Commencement - All professional service personnel shall attend
commencement exercises unless specifically excused by the Academic
Dean. Effective September 1, 1993, full-time teaching faculty, upon
completion of their assigned duties, shall not be required to be present at
the College for more than five (5) duty days following graduation.
2. Work Week: The normal work week of the faculty shall be five (5) days, Monday
through Friday. .~.....
3. College Day:
(a) Jefferson Community College'will operate'under the "one college"
concept in that classes shaH be.scheduled between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m.
(b) There shall be at least eleven (11) hours between the end of an
employee's last class of the day and the beginning of the first class of the
next day unless.otherwise agreed upon. by the employee,. the Associate..
Dean, and the Academic Dean. This provision will not apply when
voluntary overload coursesconst-itute.the "last class of the day.."
4. Office Hours: Faculty shall file with the Associate Dean and Academic Dean, post, and
maintain a schedule of at least seven (7) office hours per week for student consultation.
Distribution of office hours for student consultation shall be subject to the approval of
the immediate supervisor.
')7
ARTICLE IX
EMPLOYEE WORKLOAD
A. ACADEMICALLY RANKED CLASSROOM TEACHING FACULTY.(continued)
-. 5. Maximum Teaching Assignments:
(a) Faculty members may be assigned, inclusive of the fall and spring, semesters up to:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Thirty (30) credit hours per year'
Thirty-six (36) contact hours per year "
Eighteen (18) contact hours per semester
One thousand fifty (1,050) student contact hours per year
(b) For assignments in excess of the foregoing overload, compensation shall be paid in
accordance with the following schedule:
Overload compensation shall be $450, $475 in 1998-99, $500 in 1999-2000, and $500
in 2000-2001, per contact hour for those with less than six (6) semesters of regular or
extra service teaching at the College, and $550, $575 in 1998-99, $600 in 1999-2000,
and $600 in 2000-2001, per contact hour for those with six (6) or more semesters of
regular or extra service teaching at the College. Employees with previous teaching
experience at another school(s) may apply through their immediate supervisor to the
Academic Dean and/or Dean of Continuing Education for a determination of the
equivalency of such experience.
Base shall be $450, $475 in 1998-99, $500 in 1999-2000, and $500 in 2000-2001, for
faculty members on temporary or initial appointments and $550, $575 in 1998-99, $600
in 1999-2000, and $600 in 2000-2001, for faculty members on term or continuing
appointments. The determination of student contact hours shall be based on the official
roster at the end of the third week of each semester. There shall be no duplication of
payment for credit hour, contact hour, or student contact hour overload. The etnployee
shall have the option of selecting the limit definition for purposes of determining
overload.
Overload compensation for those annually exceeding the one thousand fifty (1,050)
student contact hours shall be as follows:
." 1,051 - 1,101 student contact hours: 'Lump sum payment of 1.5 x base.
1, 102 - 1,155studentcontact hours: Lump sum,paymentof 3.0 x base.
1.156 - 1.206 student contact hours: Lump.sum payment of 4.5 ,x base.
1.207 - 1.260 student contact hours: Lump sun1..paymentof 6.0 x base.
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ARTICLE IX
EMPLOYEE WORKLOAD
A. ACADEMICALLY RANKED CLASSROOM TEACHING FACV!TY"(continued)
5. Maximum Teaching Assignments: (continued)
(b) (continued)
Base shall be $450, $475 in 1998-99, $500 in 1999-2000, and $500 in 2000-2001 for
faculty members on temporary or initial appointments and $550, $575 in 1998-99, $600
in 1999-2000, and $600 in 2000-2001, in for faculty members on term or continuing
appointments. The determination of student contact hours shall be based on the official
roster at the end of the third week of each semester.
There shall be no duplication of payment for credit hour, contact hour, or student
contact hour overload. The employee shall have the option of selecting the limit
definition for purposes of determining overload.
(c) Faculty members who are teaching mass lectures, independent of the assistance of other
faculty, will have their maximum yearly teaching assignments reduced as follows:
(1) When the maximum teaching assignment is based on thirty (30) credit hours per
year, this will be reduced by three (3) credit hours for each mass lecture taught per
semester.
(2) When the maximum teaching assignment is based on thirty-six (36) contact hours
per year, this will be reduced by three (3) contact hours for each mass lecture taught per
semester.
Mass lecturing is defined as instruction by a single faculty member of sixty (60) or more
students in a class. It does not apply in lecture/recitation courses where one or more
sessions utilize combined mass lecturing with remaining session(s) subdivided into small
groups.
'.
(d) An optional overload, voluntary on the part of the faculty member, shall be permitted
beyond the limitations set forth in Section 5 (a) of this Article. Faculty members
appointed to such assignments shall be compensated at the overload salary rate set forth
in Section 5 (b) hereof. The College will publicize openings for voluntary overload
assignments to the divisions as early'as possible. Interested full-time faculty will be
given priority consideration for these assignments through consultation between the
supervising Dean and Associate Dean.
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EMPLOYEE WORKLOAD
A. ACADEMICALLY RANKED CLASSROOM TEACHING FACULTY (continued)
5. Maximum ,Teaching Assignments; : (CQ.Atinued)
(e)
(t)
.
-
As part of a faculty member's regular teaching load, faculty members may be assigned:
(1) Two (2) off-campus assignments per semester;
(2) Non-credit community services courses in the area of the faculty. member's
instructional competence;
(3) Evening courses
Faculty who teach at least twenty-four (24) credit hours or twenty-six (26) contact hours
per academic year, exclusive of summer session assignments, are considered fun-time if
the load continues beyond one year.
(g) If an employee's teaching assignment is less than fifteen (15) contact hours per
semester, the employee may be assigned to another department or division.
(h) The maximum annual teaching load for Department Chairpersons shall be twenty-four
(24) credit hours or twenty-nine (29) contact hours, and for Director of Athletics
twenty-one (21) credit hours or twenty-six (26) contact hours.
(i) There may be a reduction in teaching load for an excessive number of different courses
taught (four or more), a new preparation, or assigned administrative duties. Such
reduction will be determined by the immediate supervisor with the approval of the
Academic Dean.
(j) The maximum teaching load per semester inclusive of all overloads, assigned and
voluntary" will not exceed twenty-four (24) contact hours or twenty-one (21) credit
hours. This maximum will ,be reduced by any credit 'or contact hour reduction granted
under (c) or (i) above.
6. Definitions:
(1) A contact hour is a ~O-minute period whereby one is required to supervise and/or
instruct students.
(2) A student contact hour equals one (1) contact hour per 'student for each
instructional hour per week.
e.g. - 35 students x 3 hours/week = 105 student contact hours.
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ARTICLE IX
EMPLOYEE WORKLOAD
A. ACADEMICALL Y RANKED CLASSROOM TEACHING FACULTY (contintied)
. .
7. StUdent' to Faculty' Ratio: . .
The Association agrees that in cooperation with the College it will take whatever steps may be
necessary to maintain a student to faculty ratio of at least 18.5 to 1.
The College agrees to keep the Association informed of enrollment projections and actual
enrollments at all times. The College further agrees to alert the Association as far in advance
as possible whenever it appears that the aforementioned ratios may be in jeopardy and
whenever appropriate corrective action cannot be achieved through normal management
procedures.
8. Registration Week:
The College shall provide sufficient clerical assistance to relieve faculty of clerical
responsibilities during this period. It shall be the duty of the teaching faculty to perform
all advising tasks assigned during this period.
9. Full-time faculty members teaching at off-campus sites (excluding City of Watertown
and B.O.C.E.S.) will be paid $100 per semester per course for a site under 25 miles
one-way from the College and $150 per semester per course for a site over 25 miles
one-way from the College. Payment will be made for more than one course at the same
site in the same semester if additional travel is required for the extra course(s).
B. NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONALS
1. Definition:
Non-teaching professionals are members of the professional staff whose primary
assignment is other than teaching. Non-teaching professionals -support formal classroom
activities by providing learning/educational opportunities outside the traditional
classroom and by providing administrative services. Non-teaching professional titles
shall not be academically ranked.
ARTICLE IX
EMPLOYEE WORKLOAD
B. NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONALS (continued)-
2. Appointment Year:
Persons with appointments to non-teaching professional titles shall be assigned to one of
the following work year schedules:
.
(a) Administrative year appointment - Employees shall receive 21 days of vacation for
1.to 10 years of employment, 23 days of vacation after 10 full years of
employment, and 25 days of vacation after 15 full years of employment.
Employees shall also receive 12 paid holidays.
(b) College year appointment - Employees shall receive 35 days of vacation for 1 to
10 years of employment, 37 days of vacation after 10 full years of employment,
and 39 days of vacation after 15 full years of employment. Employees shall also
receive 12 paid holidays.
(c) Non-teaching professionals may carryover up to 10 days of vacation per year and
accumulate up to a total of 10 days of vacation.
3. Professional duties, obligations and responsibilities of non-teaching professionals may
be redefined by the President after consultation with the supervisor and individual
involved. Changes in salaries or groupings may be made by the College when job
responsibilities are changed or positions vacated.
4. Approval of all employees' schedules shall be the responsibility of the Dean charged
with supervision of the division. It is expected that each employee will work a thirty-
five (35) hour week to fulfill the requirements of the job and it is further expected that
the daily schedule will be flexible to meet the needs of the College.
C. RECORDS OF ABSENCES
This Article outlines the annual work year of all employees with specific work schedules to be
determined by an employee's supervisor. Supervisors will submit to the payroll office each
month a record of sick leave, vacation, and unauthorized absences from the campus on
prescribed forms. Employees will certify the accuracy of the absence report when requested.
Absences will be charged against leave accruals 'at a rate determined by the. immediate
supervIsor.
.
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ARTICLE X
CONTINUING EDUCATION
It is the professional responsibility of each Employee to keep current .in his/her discipline or
field of specialization and documentation of such progress will be a component of the
;"'Employee"s"scheduled"performaiic6.:revrew~'i.:<:- 'n":
. f
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ARTICLE XI
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ACADEMIC RANK AND NON-TEACHING TITLES
A. MINIM'UM OUALIFICATIONS FOR ACADEMIC RANK
.,
'. .At the'. time"of initial appointment or;.to"oo.eligible for:.promotion,. members: of the academic
staff must meet the following minimum requirements for each ranle
.
Rank Requirements
Professor An earned doctorate with thirty (30) graduate credits in the
field of specialization and six (6) years experience in
higher education (or its equivalent).
or
Sixty (60) graduate credit hours beyond the bachelor's
degree including a master's degree and thirty (30) graduate
credits in the field of specialization plus ten (10) years
experience in higher education (or its equivalent).
Associate Professor An earned doctorate with thirty (30) graduate credits in the
field of specialization and two (2) years experience in
higher education (or its equivalent).
or
Forty-five (45) graduate credit hours beyond the bachelor's
degree including a master's degree and twenty (20)
graduate hours in the field of specialization plus six (6)
years experience in higher education (or its equivalent).
Assistant Professor A master's degree with a major concentration of credits in
the field of specialization and two (2) years experience in
higher education(or its equivalent). -
Instructor A minimum of a master's degree with a major
concentration in the field of specialization.
Lecturer Individuals possessing the necessary expertise to teach a
given discipline.but lacking the.credentials to qualify for a .
given academic rank.
..
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ARTICLE XI
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ACADEMIC RANK AND NON-TEACHING TITLES
B. PROMOTION:
The qualifications for promotion listed above are minimal requirements, and it should be
.
."
understoodthat the simpleachievementof these qualifications,will not, in..andof itself, assure
promotion to the next rank. Promotions, especially at the higher ranks, will be based on such
factors as superior teaching, professional growth, student advising, and the overall
contributions to the College and the community it serves.
Employees who choose to obtain course credit at less than the graduate level for the purpose of
meeting minimum requirements for promotional consideration must obtain prior approval frOin
the Academic Dean.
C. OTHER EXPERIENCE:
Professional experience at other than college level and professional experience in business or
industry may be recognized when such experience is appropriately related to the individual's
assignment at the College. This experience is equated on the basis of its relevance to the
professional assignment, and normally no more than two (2) years of college teaching
experience shall be equated for three (3) years of other professional experience.
D. MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS FOR NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONAL POSITION GRADES:
The Employer agrees to provide promotional opportunities for non-teaching professionals.
Following are the approved non-teaching professional titles with the corresponding appointment
grades. With the exception of the Librarian, each non-teaching professional title can advance
from the appointment grade for the title to the next higher grade by promotion.
Grade 9
Librarian
Minimum of master's degree in Library Science,
plus eight (8) years College Library experience (or
its equivalent).
Grades 7 and 9
Director of Admissions
Director of Financial Aid
Director of Facility Operations
and Campus Safety
Learning Skills Director
Minimum of master's degree plus five (5) years
experience in higher education (or its equivalent).
Grades 5 and 7
Assistant Librarian
Counselor
Director of Career Planning
& Placement
Director of Community Services
Director of Computer Center
Director of Student Activities &
Cultural Affairs
Instructional Technology Specialist
Minimum of master's degree plus four (4) years
professional experience (or its equivalent).
35
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ARTICLE XI
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ACADEMIC RANK AND NON-TEACHING TITLES
D. MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS FOR NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONAL POSITION GRADES:
(continued)
Grades 3 and 5
Accountant
Assistant Counselor
Assistant Director of Admissions
Assistant Director of Facility
Operations
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
Bursar
College Registrar
Continuing Education Coordinator
Corrections Program Specialist
Director of Financial Operations
Learning Skills Specialist
Network Manager
Off Campus Coordinator
:Minimum ofbachelor'-s' degree plus three'
(3) years appropriate professional
experience or equal combination of
education and experience.
Grades 1 and 3
Assistant College Registrar
Assistant Counselor for Financial
Aid
Assistant Director of Student
Activities & Cultural Affairs
Micro-Computer Applications
Specialist
Technical Specialist
Associate's degree and/or equal combination
of education and experience.
MINIMUM OUALIFICATIONS FOR PROMOTION OF NON-TEACHING PROFESSIONAL STAFF:
.
Non-teaching professionals will be eligible to be considered for promotion if the
following criteria are met:
Attainment of an advanced degree(s) beyond what is required for the
appointment grade of the position.
Attainment of professipnal certification within. field of specialization~
Completion of thirty (30) credit hours beyond. the minimum degree .requirements
of the appointment grade; generally, graduate work for t!10sewith bachelor's
degrees. and upper division courses for those with associate's degrees.
Four (4) years experience in higher education (or its equivalent) for the grade
promotion.
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ARTICLE XI .
QUAUFICATIONS FOR ACADEMIC RANK AND NON-TEACH!NG TITLES
"E~ . W'AIVER OF 'REt) tHREMiENlfS:' . ';:" :' .',
1. The Trustees, upon recommendation of the President, may waive minimum
requirements heretofore described.
'
2. If the Trustees waive the minimum requirements, the 'President of the College
shall notify the President of the Faculty Association, in writing, of the decision
and the reason(s) therefor.
3. Non-teaching professionals in their title and grade as of September 1, 1985, are
not required to meet the minimum qualifications to maintain and keep their
current title and grade.
4. N on-teaching profess ionals hired before September 1, 1985, will not be required
to meet the new minimum qualifications established to be eligible for promotion.
If a non-teaching professional has less than the new minimum qualifications for the title,
the individual will be considered for promotion if the following are met:
Attainment of an advanced degree beyond what is held as' of
September 1, 1985 ~
Attainment of professional certification;
Completion of thirty (30) credit hours beyond the degree held as of
September 1, 1985.
37
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ARTICLE XII
TERMINATION OF SERVICE
A. TERMINATION AT WILL. .
Employees having temporary or initial appointments may be terminated at will by the
President notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement. There shall be no
right of appeal from such termination.. .'
B. AUTOMATIC TERMINATION
1. The services of employees having term appointments shall cease automatically at
the end of the specified term. .
2. In the event of a decision not to renew a term appointment, the employee shall
be informed of the decision in writing and, if requested, shall receive a written
statement of the reasons.
C. TERMINATION BY RETRENCHMENT
1. In cases where economic necessity or changes in academic or student services
programming require a reduction in the number of employees, the College will
give employees thus affected notice thereof no later than six .(6) months prior to
the effective date of retrenchment. Retrenchment shall not.be utilized in lieu of
termination for cause.
2. Where retrenchment appears necessary, the President shall consult with the
Executive Committee of the Association to constder possible solutions. Attrition
shall be utilized first to reduce staff. Part-time employees shall be retrenched
before full-time personnel.
3. There shall be no retrenchment of current employees with continuing
appointment as a result of administrators, who are not members of. the unit,
returning to full-time teaching or non-teaching professional status, unless the
administratorheld a non-administrativeposition within the last three (3) years.
4. Existing employees will not. be retrenched. in the event of the. Employer's. _
contracting out work previously performed by employees in the bargaining unit.
5. Where further retrenchment is necessary, affected employees within a given
department (Physical Education, Nursing, and Library),' oLdivisionshall be
terminated in the inverse order of their seniority in the division to the extent that
qualifications necessary to carry out the responsibilities of the department or
division permit.
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ARTICLE XII
. TERMINATION OF SERVICE
TERMINATION BY RETRENCHMENT (continued)
'.
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6. If a vacancyoccurs, retrenched employeeswho held continuing appointmentand
who qualify for the position, shall be given priority consideration for
employment. Should the academic credentials of the person being considered for'
reassignment fall short of expectations, the College shall define those which must
be earned to effect the transfer.
Employees.considered for reassignment must have, or be willing to obtain, all
academic credentials normally expected of employees in that position.
Employees may earn the necessary credits through the regular" continuing
education" process.
Following rea'ssignment of retrenched employees, continuing appointment in the
new position may be granted in not less than one (1) nor more than three (3)
years. In addition to satisfactory job performance, continuing appointment shall
be dependent upon meeting the academic requirements enumerated at the time
the reassignment was made.
Once a continuing appointment has been granted in the new position, the
effective seniority date for employees reassigned following retrenchment shall be
the date when first appointed to the College on a full-time basis.
7. Retrenched employees shall be placed on leaves of absence with no obligation to
rehire after the.expiration of three (3) years. Each employee placed on leave of
absence as aforementioned shall be reinstated in inverse order on their placement
on leave of absence for any vacancy for which qualifications are met. Part-time
employment at the College during this leave of absence shall be prorated to
determine eligibility for longevity benefit.
8. The College shall' notify qualified employees 'on leave of absence of subsequent
vacancies by certified mail to the last address registered by the employee at the
President's Office. No new appointments, except on a temporary basis, shall be
made within thirty (30) days from the mailing of such notification. No
appointment of new faculty members shall be made until all those on leave of
absence qualified for the vacancy have been given an opportunity to be
reemployed. If an employee does not return' to work at the specified time, the.. .
College shall have no further employment obligation except when an employee, .
who has given notice of intent to return, is prevented from doing so because of
illness or some emergency. The leave would be extended once for a period not
to exceed one (1) year.
39
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. TERMINATION OF SE'RVICE
TERMINATION BY RETRENCHMENT (continued)
9.
D.
The returning employee shall retain seniority and all credits toward sabbatical
leave, sick leave, and experience for salary purposes earned prior to layoff.
Experience gained during layoff shall be evaluated for salary purposes upon
reemployment.
10. In the implementation of this contract, any change of status of a full-time
professional staff member on continuing appointment to any status less than full-
time will be considered a retrenchment.
TERMINATION FOR CAUSE
1. Services of employees with term or continuing appointments may be terminated
at any time for cause, which shall include inadequate performance of duties due
to mental or physical incapacity evidenced by appropriate medical advice,
incompetence, or unprofessional behavior as evidenced by a violation of the
Code of Ethics previously agreed to by the Association and the Board.
2. When the President has information or receives a complaint against a member of
the professional staff which, if true, might serve as grounds for dismissal for
cause, he shall discuss it with the person concerned and shall make whatever
further investigation he deems appropriate. If the President determines, after
making investigation, that further action is warranted, he shall confer with the
individual. Thereupon, if the President deems further steps necessary, he shall
present a formal statement of charges against the individual.
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ARTICLE XIII.
EVALUATION
Lecturers',. Instmetors;" and employeeiwithout'cOntinuing'appoinnnentshaU be -evaluated
annually. Assistant Professors, Associate Professors, and employees with continuing
appointment shall be evaluated biennially. Professors and the Head Librarian shall be evaluated
every three (3) years. Employees shall be provided with copies of all evaluative materials
which are placed in the personnel files.
Upon written request, employees may review their personnel files in the President's Office
between 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on any working day.
Materials provided to the College on a confidential basis, such as letters of reference,
placement records containing references from outside sources, and transcripts restricted by the
sending institution shall not be made available to employees.
Employees have the right of responding to any materials contained in their personnel files and
to have such response placed in their files. Employees may add any materials to their
personnel files which are pertinent to their employment history.
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ARTICLE XIV
MISCELLANEOUS
REOUIREMENT OF LEGISLATIVE ACTION
It is agreed by' and.between the. parties' that.any'.provision' of this Agreement requiring.
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the
additional funds therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative
body has given approval.
SAVINGS CLAUSE
This Agreement shall be interpreted in a manner consistent with the law; provided,
however, that if any provision of this Agreement, and/or any application of the
Agreement to any employee or group of employees shall be found contrary to the law,
then such a provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, except to
the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions and/or applications will continue in
full force and effect.
C. REPRISALS PROHIBITED
There will be no reprisals of any kind taken against an employee by reason of
membership in the Association, or participation in any of its activities.
D. AMENDMENTS TO AGREEMENT
This Agreement may be altered only through the voluntary, mutual consent of all parties
in a written and signed amendment to the Agreement.
E. . NON-DISCRIMINATORY APPLICATION
The provisions of the Agreement shall be applied equally to all employees eligible for
coverage thereunder without discrimination as to age, sex, marital status, race, color,
creed, national origin, handicap, political affiliation, or for any reason whatsoever. .The
Association shall cooperate with the College in implementing this provision.
F. MAINTENANCE OF STANDARDS
All benefits and rights heretofore provided by work rules and regulations, resolutions
and local laws, and not specifically provided hereunder shall continue in effect.
G. INDIVIDUAL AGREEMENTS
Any individual arrangement, agreement, or contract between the Board of Legislators,
Board of Trustees, or the College and an individual covered by this Agreement,
heretofore or subsequently executed. shall be subject to consultation with the Faculty
Association President and consistent with the terms of the contract.
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Copies of this Agreement shall be printed at the expense of the County and given to all
members of the unit now employed or hereafter employed by the College.
I. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Except as limited by the specific and express terms of this Agreement, the County and
the College hereby retain and reserve unto themselves all rights, power, authority,
duties, and responsibilities conferred and vested in them by law and the Constitution of
the State of New York and/or the United States, including the right to adopt rules,
regulations, and policies.
...........
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DURATION OF AGREEMENT
A. This Agreement shall be in effect as of September 1, 1997, and shall continue in effect
through August 31, 2001.
.....
B. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.
,
In Witness wh~~~~{the parties' hereto "have hereunder set their hands' and seals this'
fi fth day of November ' 1997.
FACULTY ASSOCIATION
w.
SON COUNTY JEFFERSON COMMUNITY
AR OF LEGISLATORS COLLEGE
,
/ )
. BOARD OF TRUSTEES
cl.
. t:c'X-. L~c\~ 23
/' ii,
/ Clialrman, Board of Legislators )I''. .£oj.. I.:
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/!" i
Cqa rman, Board of Trustees /
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~irmatf. ~uman Resource Committee Chairman. Negotiating Committee
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JEFFERSON CO UNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Resolution No. 172 . _
. Authorizin~ Employment~1\'greettrent;'w:ith:~he Faculty~'Association
of Jefferson Comrnunity College
By Legislator
,
~~G~
hairman, Finance.and Rules Committee
Whereas, A tentative employment agreement between the County of Jefferson, the Trustees of
Jefferson Community College, and the Faculty Association of Jefferson Community College
for the period September 1, 1997 through August 31, 2001, has been arrived at through
,
collective negotiatfqns between the Human Resource Committee, College Trustees, and the
Faculty Association.
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved, That, pursuant to Article XIV of the NYS Civil Service
Law, this Board does hereby ratify and approve said tentative agreement and authorizes the
Chairman of this Board to execute said agreement on behalf of the County of Jefferson.
Seconded by Legislators:
I State of New YOrk} .COUNTY OF JEFFERSON §.
I
I
.
'..
..
I
,I
"
the undersigned, Clerk of the Board of Legislators of the County of Jefferson, New York, do hereby certify
that I havecompared the foregoIngcopy of Resolution No. /701 of the Board of legislators of saId
County of Jefferson wfth t~lnal thereof on nte In my oMce and duly adopted by said Board at a meeting of
said Boardon tho ~ day of
~~- .19 ~ and Ihat Ihe same Is a
true and correct copy of .such Resolution and of the whole reof,
In test/m'o whereof, I have hereunto set my hand' and affIXed the seal of said County this to d
day of
,19-S2,
~_/~.
Clerk ot the Board ot Legislaffif'S --
ADMINISTRATIVE MEMORANDUM
POLICY AND PROCEDURES
County of Jefferson Board of Supervisors Office of County Admini~trator
'
Section: PERSONNEL Issued: 12/89 Subsection: 3.03
Subsection:'" "Dr-ug' Free- Workplace: Revised:
. Page: 1
POLICY:
Jefferson County shall maintain a drug-free and alcohol-free workplace. The unlawful use, possession, manufacture.
dispensing or distribution of controlled substances or the use of alcoholic beverages by a county employee in the
workplace is prohibited. As a condition of employment county employees are required to abide by the terms of this policy.
REQUIREMENTS:
1. A. Employees shall notify their department head of any criminal drug statute conviction for a violation occurring in
the workplace no later than five days after such conviction.
B. In the event that an employee so convicted is employed in a position funded by a federal grant the Department
Head shall notify the federal grantor agency of such conviction within ten days from the date that the employee
has provided notice or the Department Head has otherwise become aware of such conviction.
C. Within thirty days of receiving notice of or becoming aware of such conviction the Department Head shall
initiate appropriate personnel action against such employee. up to and including termination and/or requiring
such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse or alcohol abuse assistance or rehabilitation program
approved for such purposes by a Federal, State or local health, law enforecement or other appropriate agency.
Each case requiring personnel action shall be considered and evaluated on its own merits and, where applicable
the action shall be consistent with the terms of existing collective bargaining agreements.
2. The Director of Personnel and the Director of Community Services shall cooperatively develop and implement a drug-
free and alcohol-free awareness program to inform employees about:
A. The dangers of drug and alcohol abuse in the workplace.
B. The County's policy of maintaining a drug-free and alcohol-free workplace.
C. Any available drug and alcohol counseling and rehabilitation programs.
D. The penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse and alcohol abuse violations occurring in the
workplace. '
3. All county employees shall be made aware of and provided- a copy of this policy.
~. Instances of failure to comply with this policy shall be reported to the County Administrator. The County Administrator
shall keep the Board Chairman and jurisdictional committee of the Board apprised of non-compliance and initiate
appropriate corrective action. Any Question relative to the intent of this policy shall be subject to a determination of
the appropriate jurisdictional committee of the Board or the Board of Supervisors if necessary.
REFERENCE:
1. Jefferson County Board of Supervisors Resolution No. 352. 1989
2. Drug-Free \Vork Place Act. Public Law 100-690. Title V. Subtitle D.
EFFECTIVE: Immediately
ISSUED: November 21. 1989
James \V. \Vright
County Administrator
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JEFFERSON COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Resolution No. A(J{)
By Legislator:
uth
.
zing Employment Agreement with the Faculty Association
of Jefferson Community College
Whereas, A tentative employment agreement between the County of Jefferson, the Trustees of
Jefferson Community Collegq, and the Faculty Association of Jefferson Community College
for the period September 1, 2001 through August 31, 2004, has been arrived at through
collective negotiations between the Finance and Rules Committee, College Trustees, and the Faculty
Association.
Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved, That, pursuant to Article XIV of the NYS Civil Service Law, this
Board does hereby ratify and approve said tentative agreement and authorizes the Chairman of this
Board to execute said agreement 0 ehalf of the Co ty of Jefferson.
Seconded by Legislator: VV1-
State of New York
I §:.-; County of Jefferson
"~I
1
[I
I, tbe undersigned, Clerkohbe Board of Legislators Of~ County of Jefferson, New York, do hereby certify
that I have compared the foregoing copy of Resolution N 00 of the Board of Legislators of said County of
Jefferson with the _o~lglnal ther f on Ie in my office and duly adopted by said Board at a meeting of said
Board on the ~ day of 1.oE.L.. and that the same is a true and correct copy of
such Resolution and the whol ereof.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
By and Between
Jefferson County Board of Legislators
And the
, .
'.
J ,
Board of Trustees of Jefferson Community College
Representing the County of Jefferson
And the
Faculty Association of Jefferson Community College
The September 1, 1'997, through August 31, 2001, Collective Bargaining Agreement
between the parties is hereby amended as follows. All other provisions not expressly
modifiedherein shall remain unchanged.
'
1. Article XIV Miscellaneous - Duration of Agreement.
A. This Agreement shall be in effect as of September 1, 2001, and shall
continue in effect through August 31, 2004.
2. Article V ComDensation
B. Salarv Schedule
In 2001-2002, the minimum and maximum salary of the grade will be increased
by 2.5%+$450.00.
In 2002-2003, the minimum and maximum salary of the grade will remain at the
. same level as in 2001-2002.
In 2003-2Q04, the minimum and maximum salary of the grade will be increased
by 3%.
c. Salary - 2001-2004
1. Effective September 1, 2001, base salaries will be increased by
2.5%+$450.00.
Effective September 1, 2002, each employee shall receive a 3.50/0 increase in
base salary. Base salaries shall not exceed the maximum of the grade, the
portion of the salary that exceeds the maximum shall be paid in the form of an
annualized one-time payment.
Effective September 1, 2003, each .employee shall receive a 30/0 increase in base
salary.
-1-
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Article V, F. Insurance
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1. Employee contributions for individual health insurance coverage for the
period of 2001-2004 shall be limited to $875.00.
2. Employee contributions for employee and/or dependents and spouse
shall be limited. to $1,1OO~OO in '200t-2002, $1,200:00 in 2002-2003, and
$1,300.00 in 2003-2004.
3. Labor/Manaaement Committee
A labor management committee shall be created and have its initial meeting no
later than thirty (30) days after ratification of this Agreement. The committee
shall consist of three representatives per side to be appointed by the President of
the College and President of the Faculty Association.
The committee shall meet on a regular basis to discuss issues of mutual
concern. The first two issues for discussion shall be Performance Awards and
Professional Services Staff Titles and Grade Classification.
The parties agree that their mission shall be one that is based on problem solving
and it shall have as its goal the general welfare of the entire college community.
4. Article X,D.' Performance Awards
The Labor/Management Committee shall study and review all of the current
procedures and practices for awarding Performance Awards and make
recommendations for implementation after the expiration of the current
agreement.
5. Professional Services Staff Titles and Grade Classification
This Labor/Management Committee shall meet and determine a procedure to
examine the current titles and grade classifications for those bargaining unit
members in professional services. The Committee may develop its own
methodology.for this study or commission on independent agency (the Employer
shall be responsible for the funding for this project) to conduct. the study. During
the year 2003-2004, the College. shall prpvide Q'ne-h~lf of .a percent 'of the
bargaining unit payroll, calc~lated in February, 2004, to be used f~Jr equity
adjustments for professional service employees in the bargaining unit determined
as a result of the Titles and Grade Classification Study. Any monies not used for.
these adjustments from the one-half of a percent shall be distributed equally
among the' full-time bargaining unit members employed as of 2003-2004 to their
base salaries
-2-
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I" Witness whereof the parties hereto have hereunder set their hands and seals this
10th day of Julv ,2001.
FACULTY ASSOCIATION JEFFERSON COUNTY BOARD
OF LEGISLATORS
JEFFERSON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES
2Y?
Member, Negotiating
Q;1
0m ittee
Op' nr
,
~ 'r:.
Member, N
' otia n
Committee
q:~~~
mber, Finance
Committee
~-z&>?)~.~ CCN(bL
Member, Negotiating Member, Fina ce and
Committee Committee
a..t1'1c-k
mber, Finance an
Committee
lZ_Lk ~. ~
Member, Finance and Rules
Committee ,
~~~o~~n
~
Resources
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Labor l'ilanagement Committee
October 1, 1998
. .Workload, and, Compensation. for Department Chairs.. .
Negotiated New Language:
1) Faculty shall file with the Associate Dean and Academic De:lI1,post, and maintain a
schedule of at least seven (7) office hours per we~k for student consultation. Depanment
Chairs will post and maintain a schedule of five (5) office hours per we~k. Distribution
of office hours for student consultation shall be subject to the approval of the immediate
supervisor. (Article IX A.4)
Negotiated New Language:
2) The work ye~ for Department chairs shall consist of (5) five consecutive working
days prior to the faculty duty cycle at the start of both Fall and Spring Semesters for a
total of ten (10) duty days. In addition, they shall remain on duty until June 1. The work
year for the Director of Athletics shall be from August 15 through June 15. (Article V, K)
Negotiated New Language:
3) The maximum annual teaching load for Department Chairs shall be eighte~n (18)
credit hours or tWentv-tWo(22) contact hours. The ma.,irnum annual teachin~ load for.. -
the Dire~tor of Athletics shall be tWenty-one (21) credit hours or tWe:1ty-six(16) ccnt:lct
hours.
Effective Date: 01101199
Labor
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D. MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS FOR APPOINTMENT FOR.NON-
TEACIDNG PROFESSIONAL POSITION GRADES
The following are .the approved: non-teaching professional titles with the corresponding
appointment grades.
Grade 9
Librarian
Grade 7
Director of Admissions
Director of Financial Aid
Director of Learning Skills
Director of Facility Operations
& CaIilpus Safety
Grade 5
Assistant Librarian
Counselor
Director of Career Planning &
Placement
Director of Community Services
Director of the Computer Center
Director of Student Activities &
Cultural Affairs
Instructional Technology Specialist
Grade 3
Accountant
Assistant Director of Admissions
Financial Aid
Assistant Counselor
Assistant Director of Facility Operations
Bursar
College Registrar
Continuing Education Coordinator
Director of Financial Operations
Learning Skills Specialist
Network Manager
Off Campus Coordinator
Education - Min. master's degree in library
science or information science
Experience - eight (8) years professional
college library
Education - Min. master's degree
Experience - five (5) years appropriate
professional experience
Education - Min. master's degree
Experience - four (4) years appropriate
professional experience
Education - Min. bachelor's degree
Experience -three (3) years appropriate
professional experience
2. Individualshave five years of service at Jefferson Community College in
their current grade and title.
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Grade 1
Assistant College Registrar Education -Associate's Degree
Assistant Counselor of Financial Aid
Assistant Director of Student
.'. .,' Activities &:Cultural~Affairs .
.
Microcomputer Applications Specialist
Technical Specialist
E. MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS FOR PROMOTIONAL
CONSIDERATION FOR NON-TEACIllNG PROFESSIONAL STAFF
With the exception of the Librarian, each non-teaching professional title can
advance from the appointment grade for the title to the next higher grade by
promotion. Non-teaching professionals will be eligible to be considered for
promotion if the following criteria are met:
L Individuals have all of the minimum qualifications for appointment to
their current grade and title.
AND
The qualifications for promotion listed above are minimal requirements, and it
should be understood that the simple achievement of these qualifications will not,
in and of itself, assure promotion to the next grade. Promotions will be based on
the factors as identified in the Professional Staff Handbook.
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F. WAIVER OF REQUIREMENTS
OR
OR
1. The Trustees, upon recommendation of the President, may waive
minimum requirements heretofore described.
2. If the Trustees waive the minimum requirements, the President of the
College shall notify the President of the Faculty Association, in writing, of
the decision and the reason (s) therefore.
3. Non-teaching professionals in their title and grade as of September 1,
1985, are not required to meet the minimum qualifications to maintain and
keep their current title and grade.
4. Non-teaching professionals hired before September 1, 1985, will not be
required to meet the new minimum qualifications established to be eligible
for promotion. If a non-teaching professional has less than the new
minimum qualifications for the title, the individual will be considered for
promotion if the following are met:
A. Attainment of an advanced degree beyond what is held as of
September 1, 1985;
B. Attainment of professional certification;
C. Completion of thirty (30) credit hours beyond the degree held as of
September 1, 1985.
labor/managementqualdrft.1 O-OCT -97
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. MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
March I, 2000
This Memorandum of Agreement will stay in effect from September 1,1999 to
Augusi; 31,2001. Distance Learning is a new and dynamic endeavor for Jefferson
:' CommUnity College.',Iru1ovation'arid-flexibility Willbe needed by:all members of
the campus community to successfully d~liver qualitY programming to our
students. The components of this agreement will be reviewed periodically by a
committee consisting of ~ee members from Administration and three members
from the Faculty Association and submitted to the Labor /Managerilerit
Committee. The first review will be conducted at the end of the Fa112000
semester. The provisions in this agreement are ~derstood by both parties. to be
experimental and innovative and are not to be used as terms for ptecedent or
past practice arguments in futur.e negotiations.
This Memorandum. of Agreement will cover three different forms of Distance
Leaming: Internet Courses .(asynchronous), Interactive Video (synchronous),
and CRT courses-(Courses Ready to Take). Because these formats differ greatly
in creation of course material, training and use of technology, each format will
require a specific set of procedures and compensation but some general
guidelines will be used for all.
.
GENERAL GUIDELINES:
1) The Agreement will cover the 1999-2001 Academic Years.
I
2) No teacher will be adversely affected because of the College's participation in
asynchronous instruction. There will be no reduction in College faculty and
staff directly related to the College's participation in asyn~onous leaining.
3) Particip~tion is voluntary. Full-time' faculty members will be given first
preference.
4) Faculty who agree to participate agree to develop the course and teach it at
least twice. .
5) Textbooks and materials for all courses are selected by the Jce teacher.
,
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6) The 'College has rights to the course outline developed by a faculty member. .
In tlris context, the course outline is defined to include a detailed syllabus
.which sequences course content into specific modules and a set of
instructional resources (sucl1.as a bibliography of library citations and
Internet sites/hot links; graphics; orientatiori.documents) which could be
tised subsequently'by anyone teaching the' course. In this cont~"t, the course
outline does not include specifically developed assigmnents, exams, or
lectures which would reman" the mtellectual property of the faculty member
who generates them.
7) The College will make a good faith effort to see that reasonable class size is
maintained.
8) The College will provide faculty members who participate with training arid
teclmical support. This will include cost of instruction, materi~ and
supplies. For site training, faculty will be paid a stipend based on the Grade 2
'rate, computed to an hourly basis for training taking place outside the nolmaI
duty times or days. .
Internet Courses (Asvnchronou8~
1) Faculty will be pai.d a stipend of $500/ credit hour for each course developed
and accepted by the Academic Dean.
2) The College will provide faculty members who participate:
a) a computer while developing and teaching the course;
.
b) software needed to teach the course;
c) up .to the ~egotiated rate for home Internet service, includfug second line
charges,as long as the courseis taught by the facultymember; .
d) payment of $600per credit hour or an equivalent reduction in load for the
first time an individual teaches a 5LN course.
3) The College will be responsible for providing a template to aide in the design .
of this course material.
Interacti~eo (sync~onous)
1) The College will provide faculty members who partidpate:
a) a computer while developing and teaching the course;
b) .software needed to teach the course.
2
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2) The college may tape distance learning classes, but the tapes are not to be
used for facUlty evaluation.' Fa.culty members are encouraged to review the
tapes for self evaluation. Tapes will not be used in subsequentisemesters.
-,
3) The college will be responsible for all necessary arrangements ~t distance
si~. .The IDstr.ucto~.will be encouraged to ':ieliver one class .per semester
from each participating site. The instructor will be reimbursed: at the current
'mileage rate.
CRT (Courses Readv to Take)
1) Faculty will be paid a stipend of $250/ credit hour for each course developed
and accepted by the Academic Dean.
2) CRTs are instructional fortnats intended to meet extenuating needs of
students in special circumstances, for example, deployed soldiers and their
family members or soldiers in training cycles for whom attending regular
class sessions on post or on campus or special unit classes is not feasible.
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Article IX. A. Employee Workload 5 (c)
(c) Mass lecturing is defined as instruction by a single faculty member to sixty (60)
or more students in the lecture portion of a lab/science course. It does not apply
in lecture/recitation courses where one or more sessions use combined mass
lecturing session( s)' subdivided' into small groups. .
Faculty teaching mass lectures as defined above will have their maximum
annualized teaching assignments reduced by three (3) contact hours if there are
60-96 students and by five (5) contact hours if there are ninety-seven (97) or more
students.
(d) Lecture/recitation is defined as instruction by a single faculty member of 48 or
more students in a course in a combination of group lecture and multiple
recitation sections. Class size of 48-84 subdivided into three recitation sections
will be the equivalent of 6 credit/contact hours. Class size of 85-112 subdivided
into four recitation sections will be the equivalent of 9 credit/contact hours.
Multiple lecture/recitation offerings of a course in any given semester by a single
faculty member would require the approval of the Academic Dean.
(e) Other than Distance Learning formats, scheduling and compensation for special
teaching formats, which do not match the definitions of mass lecture and
lecture/recitation as stated above will require approval of the Associate Dean for
the Division and the Academic Dean. The Faculty Association President will be
notified, in a timely manner, of the approval. Following the second offering of a
new special teaching format, upon recommendation of the Associate Dean for the
division and the approval of the Academic Dean, scheduling and compensation
for that teaching format will become operationalized (no longer requiring
approval and notification).
Labor
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Revised 12/15/2000
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
July 9, 2001 .
~.~. .
This Me~orandum of Agreement will stay in effect from September 1,2001 to A~gust 31, 2004.
:..,:,_..Dis.t~ce Learning.is.a.new and dynamic endeav:or.for Jefferson Community College. Innovation
and flexibility will be needed by all members ofth~ campus community to successfully deliver
quality programming to our students. The provisions in this agreement are understood by both
parties to be experimental and innovative and are not to be used as terms for precedent or past
practice arguments in future negotiations.
This Memorandum of Agreement will cover three different fonns of Distance Learning: On-
Line Courses (SLN credit courses), Interactive Video and CRT courses (Courses Ready to Take).
. Because these formats differ greatly in creation of course material, training and.use of
technology: each format will require a specific set of procedures and compensation but some
general guidelineswill be used for all. .
SECTION A: General Guidelines
1. There will be no reduction in College facility and staff directly related to the College's
participation in courses offered under this agreement.
2. Textbooks and materials for all courses are selected by the ICC instructor.
:;. The College has rights to the course outline developed by a faculty member. In this context,
the cours.e outline is defined to include a detailed syllabus which sequences course content into
specific modules and a set of instructional resources (such as a bibliography of Library citations
.
and Internet sites/hot links; graphics; orientation documents) which could be used subsequently
.by anyone teaching the course. The course outline does n~t include specifically developed
assignments, exams, or lectures which would remain the intellectual property of the faculty
member who generates them.
4. The College will make a good faith effort to see that re~onable class size is maintained.
5. The College will ensure faculty members who participate receive appropriate training and
technical support. This will include cost of instruction, ma~eria1~,supplies, and access to
appropriate technology. .
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SECTION B: On-Line Courses (SLN credit courses)
1. Participation is voluntary.
2. Faculty will be paid a stipend of$600/credi~ hour for each course developed and accepted by
. the Academic Dean. Faculty who participate agree tQdevelop the course and teach it during four
semesters.
'
3. Faculty who receive SLN training agree to teach fOUIsemesters in the on-line environment.
4. The College will provide faculty members who participate a payment of $600 per contact
hour or an equivalent reduction in load for the first semester an individual teaches in the SLN
environment.
5. In subsequent semesters, faculty members will receive a $600 stipend for every semester they
teach in the SLN environment. This is a fixed stipend not related to 'the number of courses \
taught by the faculty member in the SLN environment in that semester..
'6. The College will be responsible for providiri.g a template to assist in the design of this course
material.
SECTION C: Interactive Video
1. Participation is voluntary. However, faculty who receive training agree to teach at least two
semesters in the Interactive Video environment.
2. The College will provide faculty members who participate a stipend of $500 each semester
they teach an interactive course.
3. For training on the JCC campus, faculty will be paid a stipend based on the Grade 2 rate,
computed to an ,hourly basis for training taking place outside the normal.duty times or days.
4. The College may tape distance learning classes, but the tapes are not to be used for faculty
evaluation. Faculty members are encouraged to review the tapes for self- evaluation. Tapes will
not be used in subsequent semesters.
5. The College will be responsible for all necessary arrangements at distance sites. The
instructor is encouraged to deliver one class per semester from each participating site. The
instructor will be reimbursed at the current mileage rate. .
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SECTION D: CRT (Courses Ready to Take)
1. Faculty will be paid a stipend of $250/credit hour for each course developed and accepted by
the Academic Dean.
2. CRTs are instructional formats intended to meet extenuating needs of students in special
circumstances, for example;. deployed soldiers and their family members or soldiers in training
cycles for whom attending regular class sessions on post or on campus or special unit classes is
not feasible.
Labor Management
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